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MANAGING TASK EXECUTION

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application claims priority to U.S. Application Serial No. 61/152,669, filed

on February 13, 2009, incorporated herein by reference.

BACKGROUND

This description relates to managing task execution.

A data processing system typically stores, manages, processes, and analyzes data.

A data processing system may simply handle one or more tasks scheduled to be

completed at a certain time. Alternatively, a data processing system may be a large-scale

customer relationship management system. Simple or complex, a data processing system

often includes one or more components, such as processing elements, input data, and

output data. The processing elements of a data processing system determine the function

of the data processing system, for example, data warehouse, customer relationship

management, and data mining, etc.. Input data of a data processing system can come

from many sources. For example, input data may come from flat files, database tables,

operational systems, etc.. Input data may also come from the Internet, carrying

information from one system to another. Output data of a data processing system are

what the processing elements generate. Formats of output data vary depending on the

processing elements that generate them.



SUMMARY

In one aspect, in general, a method for managing task execution includes

receiving a specification of a plurality of tasks to be performed by respective functional

modules; processing a flow of input data using a dataflow graph that includes nodes

representing data processing components connected by links representing flows of data

between data processing components; in response to at least one flow of data provided by

at least one data processing component, generating a flow of messages; and in response

to each of the messages in the flow of messages, performing an iteration of a set of one or

more tasks using one or more corresponding functional modules.

Aspects can include one or more of the following features.

At least one of the functional modules is configured to initiate execution of the

dataflow graph.

The specification of the plurality of tasks specifies dependency relationships

between the at least two of the tasks.

A dependency relationship between the at least two tasks defines at least a partial

ordering for execution of the functional modules corresponding to the tasks.

A dependency relationship between the at least two tasks defines conditional logic

for determine at least one condition upon which execution of at least one of the functional

modules is based.

At least one of the functional modules includes a fault-handling module that is

executed when the conditional logic detects that a fault has occurred in execution of one

of the other functional modules.



Multiple iterations of a given set of one or more tasks are executed concurrently

in response to two or more messages in the flow of messages.

One or more of the messages in the flow of messages is generated in response to

an element of data in the flow of data without including the element of data.

One or more of the messages in the flow of messages includes at least a portion of

an element of data in the flow of data.

At least one of the functional modules is configured to send an acknowledgement

in response to receiving one of the messages in the flow of messages.

At least one of the data processing components resends an unacknowledged

message.

The method further includes storing a parameter value identifying the

specification of a plurality of tasks.

The method further includes transmitting the generated flow of messages to an

application for receiving the messages identified by the parameter value.

The method further includes storing messages received by the application in

parameters visible to multiple processes for performing the tasks.

In another aspect, in general, a system for managing task execution includes: a

task managing system including circuitry for receiving a specification of a plurality of

tasks to be performed by respective functional modules; and a data processing system

including circuitry for processing a flow of input data using a dataflow graph that

includes nodes representing data processing components connected by links representing

flows of data between data processing components. The data processing system is

configured to generate a flow of messages in response to at least one flow of data



provided by at least one data processing component. The task managing system is

configured to perform an iteration of a set of one or more tasks using one or more

corresponding functional modules in response to each of the messages in the flow of

messages.

In another aspect, in general, a system for managing task execution includes:

means for receiving a specification of a plurality of tasks to be performed by respective

functional modules; and means for processing a flow of input data using a dataflow graph

that includes nodes representing data processing components connected by links

representing flows of data between data processing components. The data processing

system is configured to generate a flow of messages in response to at least one flow of

data provided by at least one data processing component. The task managing system is

configured to perform an iteration of a set of one or more tasks using one or more

corresponding functional modules in response to each of the messages in the flow of

messages.

In another aspect, in general, a computer-readable medium stores a computer

program for managing task execution. The computer program includes instructions for

causing a computer to: receive a specification of a plurality of tasks to be performed by

respective functional modules; process a flow of input data using a dataflow graph that

includes nodes representing data processing components connected by links representing

flows of data between data processing components; in response to at least one flow of

data provided by at least one data processing component, generate a flow of messages;

and in response to each of the messages in the flow of messages, perform an iteration of a

set of one or more tasks using one or more corresponding functional modules.



Aspects can include one or more of the following advantages.

The techniques enable data flow to be converted into control flow and can

facilitate data processing situations where incoming data are continuous and

unpredictable and each piece of data may need elaborate handling.

Dataflow graphs can be incorporated into the control flow of a task managing

application, allowing different dataflow graphs for data processing based on the values

stored in the incoming message generated in response to elements of a data flow.

Having separate development environments for data processing and task

management allows development of data processing applications and task managing

applications to be sandboxed into independent environments that do not interfere with

each other.

Since data processing applications often emphasize data availability, data

transformation, and data integrity, and task managing applications often emphasize error

handling, system resource allocation, and computation order, using separate graphical

development tools in a complex data processing system for developing data processing

applications and task managing applications allow each tool to meet the unique

requirements of each type of the applications.

Having a separate data processing application and task managing application also

facilitates software reuse.

In a complex data processing system, data may come from diverse external

sources and take on different formats. Incoming data may be corrupted and error

checking may be used to ensure data integrity. A separate data processing application that

handles reformatting and error checking encapsulates and isolates this complexity from a



downstream task managing application, allowing task managing application to be

developed without specific knowledge of possible data sources and to be reused when

data sources or formats are changed. Likewise data processing applications can be

developed with a focus on the data sources and without specific knowledge of the

downstream computation environment and can be reused even when downstream

handling has been changed.

Other features and advantages of the invention will become apparent from the

following description, and from the claims.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

FIGs. IA and IB show examples of data processing systems.

FIG. 2 is an example of a dataflow graph.

FIG. 3 is an example of a control flow diagram.

FIG. 4 illustrates how to convert data flow to control flow.

FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a data processing system.

FIG. 6 is an example showing how to configure an application to run iteratively.

FIGs. 7A and 7B are block diagrams showing implementations of iterative task

handling.

FIG. 8 is an example of a data transmitting mechanism.

DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS

FIGs. IA and IB show examples of data processing systems. The data processing

system 100 in FIG. IA is a chart generation tool. In FIG. IA, a Java program 104 reads

input from a table 102 that contains sales data, then plots a bar chart 106 as output. The



Java program 104 is a processing element of the data processing system 100; the table

102 is the input data; and the bar chart 106 is the output data.

The data processing system 120 in FIG. IB includes a call center 130 deployed in

a retail business. The call center 130 pulls data from a warehouse 122, a manufacturer

124, a retail store 126, and terminals 134 to give call center agents 131, 132, 133, and 134

real-time information regarding merchandise availability. Servers 136, the terminals 134,

and the applications running on them are the processing elements. Information pulled

from the warehouse 122, the manufacturer 124, the retail store 126, and the terminals 134

is input data. Real-time information regarding merchandise availability that is displayed

on the call agents' terminals is output data.

A complex data processing system, such as the one shown in FIG. IB, handles

volumes of data and performs myriads of computations through applications that run on

the system. Some applications are commercially available. Some applications have to be

customer tailored to meet customers' special demands.

Applications in a complex data processing system tend to specialize. For example,

some applications may mainly handle data processing and some may mainly handle task

managing. Data processing applications usually handle data-related computations, such

as reformatting, sorting, and organizing data. Data processing applications tend to have a

focus on how data flow from a source to a destination and how data are transformed in

the process. Task managing applications usually handle scheduling and initiating

execution of computation-related jobs, such as executing programs, scheduling events,

managing processes, and dealing with faulty conditions. Task managing applications



tend to have an emphasis on how control flows from task to task and how control flow is

affected by conditional logic and faulty conditions.

Data processing applications and task managing applications typically have

different characteristics. Development environments for these two types of applications

may be the same or separate. An exemplary development environment for a data

processing application is a graph-based computation environment described below.

A graph-based computation environment allows a programmer to build a graph-

based application by using components as building blocks. A graph-based application is

often represented by a directed graph, with nodes (or "vertices") in the graph representing

components (either data storage components or executable computation components),

and the directed links (or "edges") in the graph representing flows of data between

components. A dataflow graph (also called simply a "graph") is a modular entity. Each

graph can be made up of one or more other graphs, and a particular graph can be a

component in a larger graph. A graphical development environment (GDE) provides a

user interface for developers to develop, test, and deploy applications as executable

graphs that are tailored to a given user-specific environment.

FIG. 2 is an example of a dataflow graph that represents a data processing

application. In FIG. 2, input dataset component 202 contains status data for a particular

merchandise. The status data are pulled from warehouses, manufacturers, and retail

stores. A computation component 204 reads the data contained in the input dataset

component 202, reformats them, and feeds them to a next computation component 208.

The computation component 208 analyzes the reformatted data and generates output data

to be stored in output dataset component 210. The output data represent merchandise



availability. Symbol 212 is an output port representing a source of data elements (e.g.,

records or other units of data) flowing out of the input dataset component 202. Symbol

214 is an input port representing a destination for data elements flowing into the

computation component 208. Link 206 shows the direction in which the data flows, i.e.,

from the computation component 204 to the computation component 208. The data

processing application embodied by the dataflow graph 200 can be used in a call center

system, such as the call center system 120 shown in FIG. IB.

A dataflow graph, such as graph 200, embodies the data processing aspects of a

data processing application such as, for example, where the data come from, what

transformations the data undergo, and where the data arrive.

As a comparison, FIG. 3 shows a control flow diagram 300 (also called a "Plan").

The control flow diagram 300 represents a specification for a task managing application

which specifies tasks to be performed by respective functional modules. A functional

module may perform a task that includes, for example, a series of actions to be executed

on a computer system. A functional module may be implemented using a dataflow graph

or may represent another control flow diagram (called a "SubPlan"). A functional module

may be an implementation of conditional logic, or a program, or a user script. In the

control flow diagram 300, functional modules, such as Demographics Graph 302,

Mailing Graph 306, Top Customers Graph 310, and Bottom Customers Graph 314, are

dataflow graphs.

Load Transactions Program 304 is a functional module that includes executable

code e.g., a script in Python or Perl. Distribute Mail Conditional Task 308 is an

implementation of conditional logic, directing the control to either a Top Customers



Graph 310, or a Credit SubPlan 312, or a Bottom Customers Graph 314 depending on

whether a particular customer is classified as a top customer or a bottom customer or a

customer who needs credit extension. Credit SubPlan 312 and Charge SubPlan 316 are

themselves control flow diagrams. The functional modules are connected with arrow

links, 322, 324, etc.. The arrow links specify dependency relationships among the tasks

performed by the functional modules and thus indicate how control flows from one

functional module to another and define at least a partial ordering according to which the

functional modules run. For example, Demographic Graph 302 is run before Mailing

Graph 306.

A control flow diagram, such as diagram 300, embodies the control aspects of the

task managing application controlled by the control flow diagram. Control aspects of a

task managing application include, for example, determining running sequences among

different tasks and applying conditional logic.

As mentioned above, a complex data processing system may need to manage

large volumes of data as well as perform numerous computations. In a complex data

processing system, both task managing applications and data processing applications may

be used.

For example, in the call center system 120 shown in FIG. IB, customer

transaction data stream into the system and are processed using real-time processing. If

only a one-step processing is required to handle the data, such as registering the data as

an entry in a database, a simple application represented by a dataflow graph such as the

dataflow graph 200 may be sufficient. However, in many cases, multi-step processing

may be needed. For example, in a large retail business, thousands of customer



transactions may happen simultaneously. Parallel processing may be needed. Or in a

sophisticated retail business, customers may be accorded differential treatments.

Therefore conditional logic may be implemented to handle different classes of customers.

Or in a reliable call center system, exception handling, failover, and data clean-up may be

used. Thus, fault handling may be required.

When data processing is a multi-step process that involves parallel processing,

conditional logic, and/or fault handling, a simple dataflow graph may not be the best

approach to capture the complexity of the multi-step process. It may be advantageous to

convert data flow to control flow at a certain stage during the process.

For example, a complex data processing system, such as the call center system

120 shown in FIG. IB, may use both data processing applications and task managing

applications. Incoming data are first processed in a data processing application. The data

is then used to drive the control flow in a task managing application. For a developer who

develops applications for a complex data processing system, the technique of letting the

data flow drive the control flow can be used, for example, when incoming data are

streaming, continuous, and unpredictable, or when concurrent data processing may be

needed. An example of this technique is illustrated in FIG. 4 .

In FIG. 4, a data processing application (such as the call center system 120 shown

in FIG. IB) receives a flow of input data, such as warehouse data 402, manufacturing data

404, and retail-store sales data 406, from various external sources. As the input data

stream into the data processing application, implemented in this example by the dataflow

graph 410, a component in the graph 410 reformats the data coming from different

sources into an appropriate format. Another component in the graph 410 then stores the



data and generates messages to be sent to the task managing application 450. Messages

generated by the data processing application are based on the received incoming data or

an element in the received incoming data, and in some implementations portions of the

incoming data can be used as the messages.

Different mechanisms can be used to transmit a message from the data processing

application 410 to the task managing application 450, for example, message passing,

queues, shared memory space, remote procedure calls. The task managing application

450, based on the messages or certain values contained in the messages, can invoke

different processes, such as a process executing a Plan 442, a SubPlan 444, and/or a

dataflow graph 446.

In some cases the task managing application 450 invokes a separate iteration of a

corresponding set of one or more tasks (e.g., Plan 442, SubPlan 444, or dataflow graph

446) for each incoming message received from the data processing application 410. So if

each message is generated in response to an element of data generated as output of the

data processing application 410, the application 450 is able to iterate for each element of

data. A loop index increments for each iteration of the task managing application 450. In

each loop iteration, a process associated with the current loop index is spun off to handle

an incoming message. Depending on the message received by the task managing

application 450 or a value contained in the message, the process spun off to handle an

incoming message can execute a dataflow graph, or a SubPlan, or any program for

performing a set of one or more tasks.

In the illustrated example, for the first element of incoming warehouse data 402

processed by the data processing application 410, a message 422 is generated by the data



processing application 410 and transmitted to the task managing application 450. The

task managing application 450 being in its first loop iteration (with loop index 0), spins

off a child process 452 to handle the message 442. The process 452 corresponds to the

Plan 442, evoked by the task managing application 450 to reduce the number of

merchandise available. A child process 454 is initiated in a second loop iteration

associated with loop index 1 of the task managing application 450 to handle the second

element of incoming data, generated in response to the manufacturing data 404. The child

process 454 may correspond to the SubPlan 444, which, for example, performs the task

of increasing the number of merchandise available. A child process 456 is initiated in a

third loop iteration associated with loop index 2 to handle the third element of incoming

data, generated in response to the retail store sales data 406. The child process 456 may

correspond to executing the dataflow graph 446. The task managing application may be

configured to invoke the processes, 452, 454, and 456, concurrently or serially.

Processes may refer to processes that run on different CPUs or on the same CPU.

In the latter case, the processes may also be known as "threads".

For increased reliability, the task managing application 450 may be configured to

send an acknowledgement to the data processing application 410 when it receives a

message. The acknowledgement can be a positive acknowledgement if the task managing

application decides that the message received is intact or a negative one if the task

managing application decides that the message received is corrupted.

The data processing application 410 can be configured to wait for an

acknowledgement that the last-sent message has been received before sending the next

message. It can be further configured to send the next message upon receiving a positive



acknowledgement and re-send the last message upon receiving a negative

acknowledgement.

FIG. 5 is a block diagram of an application development and execution system

500. The system 500 includes two graphical development environments, a GDE 512 used

for dataflow graph development and a GDE 514 used for control flow diagram

development. Alternatively, one graphical development environment can be used for

development of both dataflow graphs and control flow diagrams. Or a graphical

development environment can be used for developing control flow diagrams and a

command line user interface can be used for dataflow graphs, or vice versa.

Using the GDE 512, a data processing application 518 is built that includes a

dataflow graph 580. Using the GDE 514, a task managing application 516 is built that

includes a control flow diagram 550.

The system 500 also includes a database 520. The database 520 may be a scalable

object-oriented database system that provides storage for various kinds of information

(e.g., metadata) for the system 500. The database 520 may be, for example, an enterprise

metadata database, which can support the development and execution of graph-based

applications and the interchange of data between the graph-based applications and other

systems, e.g., operating systems.

The system 500 further includes an operating system 524. The operating system

524 may be, for example, a parallel operating environment. The operating system 524

provides support for running application development environments, such as GDE 512

and GDE 514, and provides for scalable parallel and distributed execution of the

applications developed.



In FIG. 5, a stream of input data 530 go through the dataflow graph 580 as the

data are being processed by the data processing application 518. The dataflow graph 580

includes a computation component, reformat 584. In the dataflow graph 580, the data

flow from input dataset 582 to output dataset 586.

After being reformatted, the data flow out of the data processing application 518

and into the task managing application 516, and are used to drive the task managing

application 516 driven by the control flow diagram 550. The control flow diagram 550

shows two tasks, task 552 and task 554. A task may be a computation performed, for

example, by executing a dataflow graph or a script, such as a Perl script. A time sequence

556 shows the running sequence of the tasks specified in the control flow diagram 550. In

this case, the task 552 is executed before the task 554.

As shown in FIG. 5, the task 552 in the control flow diagram 550 is a Perl script

and the task 554 in the control flow diagram is itself a control flow diagram of sub-tasks.

The task 554 includes several sub-tasks implemented by methods that can be executed in

the operating system 524. These methods may be existing methods provided by the

system or customized methods developed by users. As shown in FIG. 5 as an example,

the task 554 includes five methods: Trigger, At Start, Perform, At Failure, and At

Success. These methods may be provided by the system or may be developed by a

customer.

In some examples, the above five methods may be implemented as follows.

Method Trigger may be implemented to represent the starting point of the task

554. It may contain the condition for starting the execution. The condition may be

whether a specific file exists, or whether a flag has been set to true.



Method At Start may be implemented as a method that prepares the system for the

method Perform, such as setting environmental variables to desired values, or setting up

log files to log runtime information.

Method Perform may be implemented to perform the main functionality of the

task 554. Task 554 may also contain conditional logic to handle what happens after

method Perform. If method Perform succeeds during its execution, method At Success is

executed to exit task 554 with a return code of zero. If method Perform fails during its

execution, method At Failure is executed to exit task 554 with a return code of non-zero.

Optionally, additional methods can be added for rollback, error handling, and recovery.

For example, a method of rollback can be added to roll back what has been done in

reverse execution order starting at the point of failure. Alternatively a method of cleanup

can be added to clean up the failed conditions, by resetting flags, registers, etc..

To handle iterative incoming data, a looping SubPlan can be used. In some

implementations, a task managing application is configured to include a looping SubPlan.

As shown in FIG. 6, the control flow diagram 602 is an example of a looping SubPlan

and has conditional logic implemented for handling an element of incoming data. To

handle a stream of incoming data, the control flow diagram 602 is run iteratively. The

screen shot 604 is an example showing how to configure a simple application, called

"My Subplan" in this example, as a looping SubPlan by setting a predetermined property

to "looping" and by setting appropriate looping properties. Looping properties include

loop type (Do-While, For-Each, etc.), loop value vector, loop concurrent, loop count and

loop indices, etc..



FIGs. 7a and 7b demonstrate, as an example, how to construct a system that

includes a task managing application and a data processing application to handle iterative

incoming data.

Suppose that we have a business that involves processing customer transactions

that arrive continuously and unpredictably. A developer can construct a data processing

application 702 to handle data formatting and other preparation work, and a task

managing application 704 to perform tasks to further process the data. After the data

processing application and the task managing application have been constructed, the data

processing application can be configured to pass data to the task managing application

and the task managing application can be configured to listen for messages that are

coming from the data processing application. In some implementations, messages passed

between the data processing application and the task managing application may include

data output by the data processing application (e.g., encapsulated and/or encrypted in

messages). In some implementations, messages passed between the data processing

application and the task managing application can be generated in response to data from

the data processing application without including the output data itself. Thus, the term

"message" can refer to information passed between the data processing application and

the task managing application in any form or format.

On the task managing side, the task managing application 704 includes a looping

set of one or more tasks (e.g., a SubPlan) that listens continuously for messages from the

data processing application 702. Symbol 706 is a symbol indicating that the application is

running iteratively. A message arriving for the task managing application 704 triggers a

new loop iteration in which a process can be spun off. The task managing application 704



can be configured to wait until the last loop iteration finishes before starting a new loop

iteration or to start a new iteration immediately upon the receipt of a message. In the

latter case, processes spun out of each iteration run concurrently.

On the data processing side, a user can configure a message-transmitting

application (e.g., a dataflow graph) to "talk" to a counterpart listening application, which

in this case is the task managing application 704. In some implementations, the message-

transmitting application defines a parameter that holds the name of the counterpart

listening application so the message-transmitting application knows where to send

messages.

As mentioned before, having a separate data processing application and task

managing application provides the advantage of software re-use. However when the task

managing application, i.e., the counterpart listening application, has been replaced by a

new task managing application, the parameter in the message transmitting application

that holds the name of the counterpart listening application needs to be updated

correspondingly. A user may need to open the message-transmitting application and

make the required change.

To avoid the need of opening the message transmitting application every time the

task managing application has been replaced by a new application, parameter

Name of Listening Application can be made visible to both the message transmitting

application and any counterpart listening application. In the listening application,

parameter Name of Listening Application is assigned the value of the listening

application's name. Because the parameter is also visible to the message transmitting

application, the message transmitting application can read the value of parameter



Name of Listening Application to find out the application to which it is supposed to

send message. In this way, the listening application can be changed even at run time

without any need of opening the message transmitting application for updates.

In some implementations, the listening application stores the received messages in

parameters. A parameter of a process defines a system setting for that process. In some

cases, a parameter of a parent process can be inherited by and therefore visible to its child

processes. For example, parameter 720 in FIG. 7a are used to store messages transmitted

from data processing application 702 to task managing application 704.

Optionally, the user can construct a program or a method on the task managing

side to kick off the message-transmitting application, as shown in FIG. 7b. In FIG. 7b, the

task managing application 722 (a Plan) includes a listening program 704, which is a task

managing application itself (a SubPlan), that listens for messages, and a starter program

726 that initiates execution of the message-transmitting data processing application 702,

as shown by an arrow 730.

FIG. 7b also shows that the data processing application 702 includes two data

processing applications, 732 and 734, and a queue 736. The data processing application

732 first performs complex processing on incoming data. Then it hands the data over so

that the data get published to the queue 736. From the queue 736, the data processing

application 734 retrieves the data, reformats them, and publishes them to the task

managing application 704 by sending a message to be stored in a predetermined location.

Here the queue 736 is acting as a buffer between the incoming data streaming into the

data processing application 732 and the outgoing data streaming out of the data

processing application 734. In this way, the data processing application 734 may be



configured to wait for an acknowledgement of the previously sent message before

sending out the next message without blocking the data processing application 732 from

processing incoming data that are streaming in continuously and unpredictably. Also the

data processing application 734 is kept simple and lightweight because part of the

complex processing is removed from it.

When the task managing application 722 starts running, the starter program 726

initiates the data processing applications 732 and 734. In the meantime, the listening

program 704 begins listening for messages from the message-transmitting data

processing application 702. In some implementations, the data processing applications

732 and 734 and the task managing application 722 may be configured to run on the same

host. The data processing applications 732 and 734 and the task managing application

722 may also include various error-handling methods, such as rollback, recovery, clean

up, and acknowledgements and message tracking that are used to make message

transmitting resilient to failures, as demonstrated in FIG. 8.

In FIG. 8, the message-transmitting application 802, labeled as publisher, may be

the data processing application 702 as shown in FIG. 7a or the data processing

application 734 as shown in FIG. 7b. The receiving application 804, labeled as

subscriber, may be the task managing application 704 as shown in FIG. 7a or 7b.

In FIG. 8, messages sent from the publisher are assigned a sequence number.

Sequence numbers help the publisher to keep track of the messages sent and facilitate

acknowledgements of receipt of the messages by the subscriber. For each message

received, the subscriber sends an acknowledgement to the publisher. In the



acknowledgement, the subscriber indicates the sequence number of the received message

and whether the message is intact (positive) or corrupted (negative).

When the publisher sends a message with a sequence number X, it may wait for

an acknowledgement for the message. When it receives the acknowledgement that

contains the sequence number X, it sends the next message of a sequence number X+l if

the acknowledgement is positive or resends the message of the sequence number X if the

acknowledgement is negative.

Alternatively, the publisher may send messages without waiting for

acknowledgements of previously sent messages. The publisher may store

unacknowledged messages and resend the messages if no acknowledgement has been

received within a certain period of time. The subscriber can be programmed to ignore

messages with the same sequence number so that receiving a repeated message will not

cause a problem.

If the system were to crash at some point, the publisher can resend the

unacknowledged messages on recovery. The unacknowledged messages can be stored in

a persistent storage, such as a disk, if it is desired that the data survive system failures.

Other methods or techniques can be used to ensure that each message is

transmitted successfully.

The approach described above can be implemented using software for execution

on a computer. For instance, the software forms procedures in one or more computer

programs that execute on one or more programmed or programmable computer systems

(which may be of various architectures such as distributed, client/server, or grid) each

including at least one processor, at least one data storage system (including volatile and



non-volatile memory and/or storage elements), at least one input device or port, and at

least one output device or port. The software may form one or more modules of a larger

program, for example, that provides other services related to the design and configuration

of computation graphs. The nodes and elements of the graph can be implemented as data

structures stored in a computer readable medium or other organized data conforming to a

data model stored in a data repository.

The software may be provided on a storage medium, such as a CD-ROM,

readable by a general or special purpose programmable computer or delivered (encoded

in a propagated signal) over a communication medium of a network to the computer

where it is executed. All of the functions may be performed on a special purpose

computer, or using special-purpose hardware, such as coprocessors. The software may

be implemented in a distributed manner in which different parts of the computation

specified by the software are performed by different computers. Each such computer

program is preferably stored on or downloaded to a storage media or device (e.g., solid

state memory or media, or magnetic or optical media) readable by a general or special

purpose programmable computer, for configuring and operating the computer when the

storage media or device is read by the computer system to perform the procedures

described herein. The inventive system may also be considered to be implemented as a

computer-readable storage medium, configured with a computer program, where the

storage medium so configured causes a computer system to operate in a specific and

predefined manner to perform the functions described herein.

A number of embodiments of the invention have been described. Nevertheless, it

will be understood that various modifications may be made without departing from the



spirit and scope of the invention. For example, some of the steps described above may be

order independent, and thus can be performed in an order different from that described.

It is to be understood that the foregoing description is intended to illustrate and

not to limit the scope of the invention, which is defined by the scope of the appended

claims. For example, a number of the function steps described above may be performed

in a different order without substantially affecting overall processing. Other

embodiments are within the scope of the following claims.



What is claimed is:

1. A method for managing task execution, the method including:

receiving a specification of a plurality of tasks to be performed by respective

functional modules;

processing a flow of input data using a dataflow graph that includes nodes

representing data processing components connected by links representing

flows of data between data processing components;

in response to at least one flow of data provided by at least one data processing

component, generating a flow of messages; and

in response to each of the messages in the flow of messages, performing an

iteration of a set of one or more tasks using one or more corresponding

functional modules.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein at least one of the functional modules is

configured to initiate execution of the dataflow graph.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the specification of the plurality of tasks

specifies dependency relationships between the at least two of the tasks.

4 . The method of claim 3, wherein a dependency relationship between the at

least two tasks defines at least a partial ordering for execution of the functional modules

corresponding to the tasks.



5 . The method of claim 3, wherein a dependency relationship between the at

least two tasks defines conditional logic for determine at least one condition upon which

execution of at least one of the functional modules is based.

6 . The method of claim 5, wherein at least one of the functional modules

includes a fault-handling module that is executed when the conditional logic detects that

a fault has occurred in execution of one of the other functional modules.

7 . The method of claim 1, wherein multiple iterations of a given set of one or

more tasks are executed concurrently in response to two or more messages in the flow of

messages.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein one or more of the messages in the flow

of messages is generated in response to an element of data in the flow of data without

including the element of data.

9 . The method of claim 1, wherein one or more of the messages in the flow

of messages includes at least a portion of an element of data in the flow of data.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one of the functional modules is

configured to send an acknowledgement in response to receiving one of the messages in

the flow of messages.



11. The method of claim 10, wherein at least one of the data processing

components resends an unacknowledged message.

12. The method of claim 1, further including storing a parameter value

identifying the specification of a plurality of tasks.

13. The method of claim 12, further including transmitting the generated flow

of messages to an application for receiving the messages identified by the parameter

value.

14. The method of claim 13, further including storing messages received by

the application in parameters visible to multiple processes for performing the tasks.

15. A system for managing task execution, the system including:

a task managing system including circuitry for receiving a specification of a

plurality of tasks to be performed by respective functional modules; and

a data processing system including circuitry for processing a flow of input data

using a dataflow graph that includes nodes representing data processing

components connected by links representing flows of data between data

processing components;

wherein the data processing system is configured to generate a flow of messages

in response to at least one flow of data provided by at least one data

processing component; and

wherein the task managing system is configured to perform an iteration of a set of

one or more tasks using one or more corresponding functional modules in

response to each of the messages in the flow of messages.



16. A system for managing task execution, the system including:

means for receiving a specification of a plurality of tasks to be performed by

respective functional modules;

means for processing a flow of input data using a dataflow graph that includes

nodes representing data processing components connected by links

representing flows of data between data processing components;

wherein the data processing system is configured to generate a flow of messages

in response to at least one flow of data provided by at least one data

processing component; and

wherein the task managing system is configured to perform an iteration of a set of

one or more tasks using one or more corresponding functional modules in

response to each of the messages in the flow of messages.

17. A computer-readable medium storing a computer program for managing

task execution, the computer program including instructions for causing a computer to:

receive a specification of a plurality of tasks to be performed by respective

functional modules;

process a flow of input data using a dataflow graph that includes nodes

representing data processing components connected by links representing

flows of data between data processing components;

in response to at least one flow of data provided by at least one data processing

component, generate a flow of messages; and

in response to each of the messages in the flow of messages, perform an iteration

of a set of one or more tasks using one or more corresponding functional

modules.



AMENDED CLAIMS
received by the International Bureau on 23 April 2010 (23.04.2010)

1. A method for managing task execution, the method including:

receiving a specification of a plurality of tasks to be performed by respective functional modules;

processing a flow of input data using a dataflow graph that includes nodes representing data

processmg components connected by links representing flows of data between data

processing components;

in response to at least one flow of data provided by at least one data processing component,

generating a flow of messages; and

in response to each of the messages in the flow of messages, performing an iteration of a set of

tasks using corresponding functional modules, with dependency relationships between at

least two of the tasks specified by the received specification.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one of the functional modules is configured to

initiate execution of the dataflow graph.

3. (Canceled)

4. The method of claim 1, wherein a dependency relationship between the at least two tasks

defines at least a partial ordering for execution of the functional modules corresponding to the tasks.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein a dependency relationship between the at least two tasks

defines conditional logic for determine at least one condition upon which execution of at least one of the

functional modules is based.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein at least one of the functional modules includes a fault-

handling module that is executed when the conditional logic detects that a fault has occurred in execution

of one of the other functional modules.
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7. The method of claim 1, wherein multiple iterations of a given set of one or more tasks are

executed concurrently in response to two or more messages in the flow of messages.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein one or more of the messages in the flow of messages is

generated in response to an element of data in the flow of data without including the element of data.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein one or more of the messages in the flow of messages

includes at least a portion of an element of data in the flow of data.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one of the functional modules is configured to

send an acknowledgement in response to receiving one of the messages in the flow of messages.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein at least one of the data processing components resends

an unacknowledged message,

12. The method of claim 1, further including storing a parameter value identifying the

specification of a plurality of tasks,

13. The method of claim 12, further including transmitting the generated flow of messages to

an application for receiving the messages identified by the parameter value,

14. The method of claim 13, further including storing messages received by the application in

parameters visible to multiple processes for performing the tasks.

15. A system for managing task execution, the system including:

a task managing system including circuitry for receiving a specification of a plurality of tasks to

be performed by respective functional modules; and



a data processing system including circuitry for processing a flow of input data using a dataflow

graph that includes nodes representing data processing components connected by links

representing flows of data between data processing components;

wherein the data processing system is configured to generate a flow of messages in response to at

least one flow of data provided by at least one data processing component; and

wherein the task managing system is configured to perform an iteration of a set of tasks using

corresponding functional modules in response to each of the messages in the flow of

messages, with dependency relationships between at least two of the tasks specified by

the received specification,

16. A system for managing task execution, the system including:

means for receiving a specification of a plurality of tasks to be performed by respective functional

modules;

means for processing a flow of input data using a dataflow graph that includes nodes representing

data processing components connected by links representing flows of data between data

processing components;

wherein the data processing system is configured to generate a flow of messages in response to at

least one flow of data provided by at least one data processing component; and

wherein the task managing system is configured to perform an iteration of a set of tasks using

corresponding functional modules in response to each of the messages in the flow of

messages, with dependency relationships between at least two of the tasks specified by

the received specification.

17. A computer-readable medium storing a computer program for managing task execution,

the computer program including instructions for causing a computer to:

receive a specification of a plurality of tasks to be performed by respective functional modules;

process a flow of input data using a dataflow graph that includes nodes representing data

processing components connected by links representing flows of data between data

processing components;

in response to at least one flow of data provided by at least one data processing component,

generate a flow of messages; and



in response to each of the messages in the flow of messages, perform an iteration of a set of tasks

using corresponding functional modules with dependency relationships between at least

two of the tasks specified by the received specification.

18. The method of claim Z, wherein the specification includes a control flow diagram that

includes nodes representing the functional modules connected by directed links representing flow of

control between functional modules,

19. The method of claim 18, wherein control flows from a first functional module to a second

functional module, with a directed link connected from the first functional module to the second

functional module, after a task performed by the first functional module has been completed.
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